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ABSTRACT 

Shis study considers the effects of injection of a 

nonreacting gas (taken to be nitrogen) on the heat and mass 

transfer of a porous chemically reacting surface (graphite) 

at hypersonic speeds. All chemical reactions are con¬ 

sidered to occur in a reacting sheet adjacent to the wall* 

Equations for the determination of species mass fractions 

at the wall are derived under the assumptions of a frozen 

boundary layer and chemical .equilibrium in the flame sheet. 

Schmidt and Prandtl numbers are taken as unity. Heat and 

mass transfer relations are obtained for the carbon surface. 

Numerical results are presented for the case of the 

stagnation point at hypersonic speeds. Reductions in car¬ 

bon surface mass loss and aerodynamic heating as a result 

of nitrogen injection are demonstrated. Comparisons with 

more rigorous computer solutions for zero nitrogen injec¬ 

tion show the some qualitative trends and numerical dif¬ 

ferences of about 10%, 
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A STUDY OP THE EFFECTS OF NITROGEN INJECTION 
INTO THE REACTING BOUNDARY LAYER OH A GRAPHITE 

SURFACE AT HYPERSONIC SPEEDS 

INTRODUCTION 

Graphite is considered frequently as a heat protec¬ 

tion material for the leading edges and other high heat¬ 

ing rate areas of lifting reentry vehicles. Its ability 

to sustain high temperatures and its strength at elevated 

temperatures make it particularly suitable for such appli¬ 

cations* These unusual qualities have motivated consider¬ 

able analytical study of the ablative behavior of graphite. 

Moreover, its elemental nature offers substantial analyti¬ 

cal simplifications relative to chemically complex organic 

ablators* The present work utilizes this simplicity to 

examine the effects on heat and mass transfer of injection 

of non-reacting nitrogen through porous graphite. 

A number of investigators have analyzed the beha¬ 

vior of an ablating substance within the framework of boun¬ 

dary layer theory. In 1957* Dennison and Dooley (refer¬ 

ence l)* treated the laminar boundary layer with combus¬ 

tion using a model very much like that employed in the 

present study. This model assumes all chemical reactions 

*$ References are listed on page 48. 
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to occur at a surface to which oxygen and fuel are trans¬ 

ported by convection and diffusion. Chemical equilibrium 

is assumed to exist at this surface and combustion pro¬ 

ducts to diffuse in both directions from it. As a fur¬ 

ther simplification, reference 1 utilized constant pro¬ 

perty boundary layer solutions for Lewis and Prandtl num¬ 

bers of unity. 

In 1962 and 1961j., S. Scala (references 2 & 3) pre¬ 

sented the results of sophisticated calculations of the 

ablation of graphite. These digital computer solutions 

of the reacting gas boundary layer included consideration 

of nine chemical components and six chemical reactions in 

the boundary layer. The calculations involved simultaneous 

integration of coupled boundary layer equations including 

calculations of transport properties based on multicom¬ 

ponent diffusion rather than the frequently employed bi¬ 

nary model. These calculations show distributed reaction 

zones within the boundary layer, and are the most detailed 

results available for graphite ablation at the present 

time. 

In reference 4* Lees concluded that, for a Lewis 

number of unity, reaction rates in the boundary layer ploy 

a secondary role in determining the mass fractions of 

chemical species at the surface and transport properties. 
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His analysis also suggests that combustion may be bene¬ 

ficial in reducing heat transfer if the heat of sublima¬ 

tion is comparable to the heat of reaction. Lees further 

stated that these conclusions are independent of the mo¬ 

del of chemical reaction assumed. 

Lorrance outlined a method in reference 5 for the 

analysis of the reacting laminar boundary layer on a car¬ 

bon surface. His analysis considered all reactions to 

occur at the wall, with the boundary layer treated as non¬ 

reacting. The present work extends this analysis, for the 

case of Prandtl and Schmidt numbers of unity, to the case 

of nitrogen injection through a porous carbon surface. 
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LIST OP SYMBOLS 

B mass transfer parameter 

C species mass fractions 

C elemental mass fractions 

CH Stanton number 

CP specific heat at constant pressure 

D diffusion coefficient 

f modified stream function (see equation (61)) 

g dimensionless enthalpy, lre 

0 function defined by equation (74) 

h local static enthalpy 

ht enthalpy of the ith specie 

h“ heat of reaction of the ith specie 

he*f effective heat of ablation 

1 stagnation enthalpy 

Ji , J2, quantities defined in equations (38) through (40) 
and J3 

k thermal conductivity 

K, ,KZ, equilibrium constants defined in equations (l)~(4) 
Ka and K+ 

L Lewis number 

LVc heat of vaporization of graphite 

m,. mass flux of carbon 

mE total mass flux from equilibrium layer defined in 
equation (10) 



mN mass flux of nitrogen 

M molecular weight 

mach number at the edge of the boundary layer 

M mean molecular weight, defined in equation (8l) 

p pressure 

P Prandtl number 

a heat flux 

qw aerodynamic heat flux with mass injection effects 
included 

qs heat flux to graphite surface 

radiative heat flux from surface 

B sphere radius of curvature 

Ri gas constant for ith specie 

re radius normal to body axis of symmetry extending, 
to body surface 

universal gas constant 

s coordinate along body surface 

s boundary layer coordinate defined by equation (58) 

S Schmidt number 

t time 

T temperature 

T+ reference temperature defined by equation (79) 

u local velocity parallel to the wall 

v local velocity normal to the wall 
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vie rate of production of the ith specie 

x£ mole fraction of the ith specie 

X ^3"'» equation (30) 

y coordinate normal to wall 

ZL dimensionless mass fraction of ith specie, ^ 

S thickness of the equilibrium layer 

W. boundary layer coordinate defined in equation (6l) 

generalizing variable repz'esenting f' , g or 

yM. viscosity coefficient 

-v~ index, o for planar flow,v= ( for axisymmetric 
flow 

^ density 

X thickness of graphite layer 

<f> generalizing variable representing 1, P or S 

stream function 

Subscripts 

A air 

C atomic carbon 

C2,C3, polyatomic carbon 
C^,etc. 

CO carbon monoxide 

e condition at outer edge of the boundary layer 

E condition in the equilibrium layer 
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f 

in 

M 

N 

1JB 

Ht 

0 

0* 

sp 

w 

frozen 

initial 

arithmetic moan value 

monatomic nitrogen 

no raass injection 

diatomic nitrogen 

monatomic oxygen 

diatomic oxygen 

stagnation point 

conditions at the wall 

ahead of bow shock 
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ANALYSIS 

Analytical Model - ^lie ablation of graphite at hypersonic 

speeds occurs through sublimation and chemical reactions 

with the surrounding air* At wa11 temperatures below about 

1000°K the rate of mass loss is governed by the rate of 

oxidation of the graphite surface. At slightly higher 

temperatures a transition region precedes a third region 

in which the rate of surface recession is governed by the 

rate of diffusion of oxygon through the boundary layer. 

?his "diffusion controlled regime" prevails over a range 

of wall temperatures from about 1500°K to above 3000°K 

at atmospheric pressure. The present analysis considers 

the effects of nitrogen injection on graphite ablation 

in this regime. At temperatures above 3000°K the rate 

of sublimation of carbon exceeds the rate of diffusion 

of oxygen, and gaseous carbon molecules exist at the wall 

in significant amounts, in this regime nitrogen reactions 

with graphite yield sizeable mass fractions of CN* 

The present study considers the ablation of graphite 

in the diffusion controlled regime in terms of a model 

in which the rate of diffusion of oxygen to the chemically 

active graphite surface is governed by solutions for a 

"frozen" boundary layer. The boundary layer is frequently 
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termed "frozen” when the rate of generation of species in 

it is negligible. Such solutions have been quite success¬ 

ful in predicting heat transfer in dissociated air boundary 

layers in which the wall is catalytic to atom recombina¬ 

tion and the wall temperatures are well below the boundary 

layer edge temperature (references 4-6). It is therefore 

assumed that all chemical reactions occur in an infinitesi¬ 

mal layer adjacent to the wall in which chemical equili¬ 

brium exists. Ihis "equilibrium layer" is a region where 

nitrogen and carbon are received from the ablating surface, 

chemical reactions occur with oxygen from the boundary 

layer, and the equilibrium mixture is supplied to the 

boundary layer. In view of the uncertainties imposed by 

some of the necessary assumptions, it is not unreasonable 

to take advantage of the great simplifications made possible 

by assuming Prandtl, Schmidt, and (therefore) Lewis numbers 

to be unity. These assumptions are perhaps best justified 

by the remarkable agreement of the present calculations 

with the results of reference 3 which were obtained with 

state-of-the-art transport properties. 

The present analysis is limited to hypersonic con¬ 

ditions for vrhich the species at the edge of the boundary 

layer are atomic or molecular. Moreover, the boundary layer 

edge composition is assumed to be made up of nitrogen and 
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oxygen only. Boundary layer edge conditions are obtained 

from the normal shock conservation equationsj the assump¬ 

tion of isentropic and isoonthalpic flow along the body 

streamline,and the real air properties of reference 7» 

Absence of consideration of ions and electrons at the 

boundary layer edg e limits the applicability of this ana¬ 

lysis to boundary layer edge temperatures below 10,000°K. 

This is well beyond the maximum shock layer temperatures 

encountered, for example, during the reentry of current 

manned orbital vehicles. 

The thermal decomposition of a graphite surface 

has been studied by many investigators. While molecules 

such as C, Cg, C^, C^, and higher mass radicals may be 

sublimed from a hot carbon surface, it appears that 

and 0 are most abundant over a wide range of temperature 

(see references 3 and 8), In the present analysis it is 

assumed that the sole product of carbon mass loss is 

gaseous. C0, Dissociation of to C and subsequent reac¬ 

tions with oxygen to produce GO are allowed in the equili¬ 

brium layer. Formation of C02 is not considered since 

it has been shorn in inference 3 to be present only as 

a trace specie in the temperature range of interest here# 

The analysis is therefore based on the heterogeneous sur- 
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face reactions 

03<S) = o3(c) 

and the homogeneous reactions in the equilibrium layers 

Ihe results of reference 3 show that nitrogen reac¬ 

tions are insignificant in the temperature range of inter¬ 

est here. In this case nitrogen acts only as a diluent. 

Consideration of the formation of the CN radical would 

allow extension of the present results to wall temperatures 

greater than 3000°K. Nitrogen is present in the equili¬ 

brium layer in diatomic form only since the range of wall 

temperatures considered is too low for significant disso- 

cio tion. 

Composition of the Equilibrium Layer - 'Ihe partial pres¬ 

sures of the species in the, four chemical reactions listed 

above may be related through the following expressions 

for the equilibrium constants: 

c3(s) — 30(g) 

2C(g)-v-02(g) 2C0(g) 

C(g)-v- o(g) C0(g). 

(1) 

(2) 
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(3) & (y) = f„* 

: (4) 

The partial pressure of C^ given by Thorne and 

Winslow (reference 8) in the vicinity of 2l|00°K as 

^^ = 9,811-^ (5) 

where T and p are specified in °K and atmospheres* Thus 

the partial pressure of Cis determined when the wall 

temperature is specified* The partial pressures of the 

other species, except may be expressed in terms of 

the partial pressure of CO and the equilibrium constants 

as follows: 

* - K* 

t7) 

* -CK-’K^K'"3)f.. <*> 

The pressure at the wall is related to the partial 

pressures of the above species and nitrogen by Dalton's 

13 



Law of partial pressure.: 

+ -fW + ^ 
-Pt * fc3 ^ i?'0 * "§e " 

I*he latter equality follows from the constancy of 

pressure across a boundary layer* 5?o obtain the expression 

for the partial pressure of CO necessary to determine par¬ 

tial pressures of the other species in the equilibrium 

layer, the convection and diffusion of species, and mass 

injection at the wall must be considered* 

Mass Balance - Consider the flux of mass through the equi¬ 

librium layer at the wall as shorn in the sketch below, 

In general, nitrogen and carbon are uniformly injected into 

the equilibrium layer and a net mass flux wig- from the 

equilibrium layer into the boundary layer is defined, 

fhen for steady flow: 

BOUNDARY LAYER 

EQUILIBRIUM LAYER 
w 

W\e * (10) 
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Expressions may also be written for the accumulation 

of mass of each of the elements C, H, and 0 in the infini¬ 

tesimal equilibrium layer, for a steady flow of each of 

the elemental mass fractions, the net rate of storage of 

each element must be zero. The following relations must 

then be satisfied* 

Equations (ll)-(l3) may be written for later reference 

as follows: 

It will be shown in a later section that when the 

Trandtl, Schmidt, and Lewis numbers are unity, the velocity, 

O 
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enthalpy, and elemental mass fraction profiles are linearly 

related. We may therefore write-!., 

C - (17) 

where 

Then we may write! 

K = g-ce ar 
b X -xe 

and the diffusion term in equations (14) through (16) may 

be expressed in terms of the Stanton number! 

where L-l and the Stanton number is given by! 

fk_ M\ 

I X - Xe 

The diffusion terms in (14) through (16) may be 

eliminated by using equation (18), The resulting expres- 

16 



sions are: 

w\E - + vV'6Cc.s~(cc.- c2Ve«=G (19) 

= *^Ce - CCt-C^jeUeG (20) 

O = ^EC0E - CCe-C>^VueG, (21) 

where equation (10) has been used to eliminate the injec¬ 

tion rate of carbon at the wall, 

A mass injection parameter, B, is defined as fol¬ 

lows : 

= _!22g  (22) 

jk. CH 

Equations (19) through (21) become then: 

•V 
ce 

* 0 C.. 

+GB - 
^e, (Ofj 

-t 
iMfj 

LUC, 

<L 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 
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Equations (23) through (25) represent the mass balan¬ 

ces on the equilibrium layer in terms of the elemental mass 

fractions. 2hese expressions may be rewritten in terms of 

species maos fractions. In so doing, the mass fraction of 

carbon at the edge of the boundary layer and the moss frac¬ 

tion of monatomic nitrogen at the wall are set equal to 

It is desirable to write the mass fractions in the 

equilibrium layer in terms of partial pressures of the 

species. Ihe partial pressure and the mass fraction of 

the itli specie are related by 

aero. 

(29) 

where 
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Equations (26) through (28) then become: 

Mcfco7^yE=_ZB“ {kU*Cu (31) 

XE. -f«ze pTc" (32) 

(B+l)(W«K+ IVf**-* W^c^Xf + C«le 
(33) 

All of the basic relations are now available to solve 

for the partial pressures of the species in the equilibrium 

layer. Prom (32) the partial pressure of Hg is given by 

WA/ 
C . . 4- l \ . M ~ ** Ov/e * Pe Ue C« 

CB^OXa MAU 

(34) 

We may use equation (33) to- eliminate (B+l) Xg. fx>om (34)# 

yielding 

n CCi<e+CMB ^C^CHII^^ + + Mo / ^ 

<** Cc*. + 
(35> 

Using equations (7) and (8) the partial pressure of nitro¬ 

gen may be expressed in terms of the partial pressure of 

carbon monoxide: 
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fiffi gg&tag 8J %3%M% 

{?)$ (CDj, and Cfi iri&Ms a <ps&s*$tio ©*«p^Mo,ti fop ^c*6 

+ (CKX*)^ ^ f r tf< 
-tfe = 0 

(31 

T, - M/J*. ^Cce-t- 
-i/_ . ,-U 

a;* I-M<X3K 

T.- Cfi/: 

(38) 

C39i 

;-i?pi?a©8s^ In tarns of t!i& $*s$ C5?) feedesteftt 



Over a wide rang© of wall temperature and pressure, 

the, squared term in the radical of (42) is large compared 

with the other term* 2^hus numerical difficulties are en¬ 

countered in attempting to evaluate |COE using equation 

(42). Examination of the order of magnitudes of the terms 

in equation (J4I) reveals that while is of order one, 

the other two terms are many orders of magnitude larger. 

In this case -^£>6. can be accurately calculated by neglect¬ 

ing in equation U4I) • The following simpler expres¬ 

sion is obtained: 

(VVp -v 
(43) 

Tliis expression may be accurately employed for the 

determination of when 

dr 

+ j3 

(1,4) 

Using equation (43) the partial pressures of the 

species other than CO may be expressed in terms of the J’s 

as follotvrs: 

r K,- K t K 
'Ti a M.<=> 'X; 

(45) 
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(47) 

(46) 

(48) 

i^«-^coE3a
+ (49). 

When the v;all temperature, nitrogen injection para¬ 

meter and boundary layer edge conditions are specified, 

the J‘s can be calculated from equations (38)-(40), the 

equilibrium layer partial pressures can be evaluated from 

equations (43) and (4£)-(49), and B is- determined from 

equation (32). In order to evaluate the heat and mass 

fluxes at the graphite surface, we must first turn to the 

theory of the boundary layer. 

Boundary Laver - '-^he present analysis of the boundary layer 

follows the treatment of Dorrance in reference 5. ^-he 

basic equations for the reacting gas boundary layer are? 

Continuity: 
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S-HoHcntum: 

A i/i i/i. / <i'P ^ f,, ~^uJ\ (i?l) 

y-Moiaentun: 

(52) 

1 - ■$« - -fr 

^nargys 

Enthalpy* 

rr i=xc&dT^:i+t - u+ x 
(56) 

Equations (50) through. (56) apply to the flow of 

a laminar boundary layer over a plane (v-o ) QI-> ssisycimetric 

tv"c l ) surface, She gas is assumed to be an ideal gas and 

the diffusion process is assumed to be represented by bi¬ 

nary diffusion according to kick’s Low* iheso equations 

oro a set of nonlinear partial differential equations which 
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are not generally solvable-, A very useful technique for 

the solution of such equations is to seek a. coordinate sys¬ 

tem in which the equations may be replaced by ordinary 

differential equations. Solutions of this type are termed 

similar solutions. The transformation of equations (50) 

through (5&) is derived in detail in reference 5i The 

equations are transformed into an VI> s’ coordinate system 

in which 

A stream function which is the product of separate 

functions of Yl and S is introduced: 

NCs^) ?(vt) (59) 

The function ^(yi)is defined such that: 

a - a. ¥(n) 
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fho modified stream function at the wall, f(o), 

is also related to the mass flow through the wall as fol- 

lows: 

(61) 

‘flie dependent variable in the momentum equation 

becomes fj and 'V is eliminated* file resulting equation 

is then considered to be a function of V7. only* fhe re¬ 

sulting momentum equation becomes: 

where primes denote differentiation with respect to and 

(63) 

it should be noted that similar solutions may be 

obtained for equation (62) only if the third term is a 

constant or a function of only, fhis is the case for 

a stagnation point where: 

,3.s. 
ci-S 

a constant 
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OP for a flat plate where* 

ciu. 
ci: 

- o 

If dimensionless enthalpy and species functions are 

defined os follows: 

3(V) - re. (64) 

2,0/0 - G c 
(65) 

transformations of the energy and species equations may 

be written: 

-V (^CV-T 
(66) 

and 

(s Z‘7)+ ^ " 
dG« 3iS 60; 

Qe ^u^ec?T.e 
(67) 

fhe boundary conditions on these equations are: 

SCo-) 

•OW =0 

26 
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At this i^oint it is desirable to attempt to simpli¬ 

fy the equations (62), (66) and (67).- boos (reference 9) 

has pointed out that, in the presence of extreme cooling, 

the third term in (62) has little effect on solutions of 

the stagnation point problem. We therefore assume that 

this term is negligible compared with the first and second 

terms. On a flat plate with no pressure gradient -o 

and the third term is identically zero« We therefore con¬ 

sider the momentum equation to be adequately represented 

by: 

(cr)' + <68) 
Tho external flow at the edge of the boundary layer 

is considered to be isoenergetic; This leads to = o 

and the removal of the first term on the right hand side 

of equation (66)• The external flow at the boundary layer 

edge is evaluated from equilibrium calculations; Th© spe¬ 

cies mass fractions are assumed to be frozen at those equi¬ 

librium values in the case of both the flat plate and stag¬ 

nation point. This leads to the elimination of the first 

term on the right hand side of equation (67)• As discussed 

earlier, we are considering the case in which no chemical 

reactions occur in the boundary layer and all reactions 

are at equilibrium in on infinitesimal layer at the wall. 
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The rate of generation of the various chemical species in 

the boundary layer is then zero; hence cbc =• o * Finally* 

with the assumption of Prandtl, Schmidt, and Lewis numbers 

equal to unity, equations (66) and (67) may be written! 

($'2>')'+$5=0 

Cl z/y+Jra' =o 
(69) 

(70) 

It is evident that equations (68) through (70) are 

of identical form and may be written* 

(71) 

where \ is f', g or and 4 Is 1, P, or S. It is clear 

that f', g, and "2^ are linearly related when P = S = 1 since 

they all satisfy the same differential equation. The func¬ 

tions f' and g are also linearly porportional to the ele¬ 

mental mass fractions because the latter are proportional 

to the 2; . The boundary conditions associated with (71) 

ore: 

X(o') - X £ X' o') = X«>) -* I 
Equation (71) is readily integrated with 4 and G 

as constants to yield: 

(72) 
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and 

X - \{o) ^ £ c ** i\„* 

(7-3) 

Lot 

G(n^ = 
K 

_C ±-paw** UR* 
(74) 

so that using (73) and the boundary conditions \fCo) and \(w) 

become : 

Xfo) = 
\- Ate)_ 

f GO*.*) 
(75) 

and 

ACvi) - X°) +-D (76) 

It is evident from equation (75) that a knowledge 

of &( °°j 4 ) determines g' (0) and Z; (o), and therefore the 

convective heat transfer since: 

and 

3^= 

<. . v- a» 
.. (o) = 

(77a) 

c ’ % GC-,s) (77b) 

Constant property solutions of (71) are available 

in references 10 and 11. Results from these references 
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ore presented in figure 1 which relates ) to f(0)* 

Thus, given P - S = 15 C, and B, the heat transfer 

parameters g' and g/ are readily obtained from figure 1 

and equations (77). 

Property Determination - Borrance (reference 5) recommends 

the use of the reference temperature in evaluating C; 

The concept of a reference temperature has been utilized 

for some time in simulating the results of varying property 

solutions of the boundary layer equations^ Eckert (refer¬ 

ence 12) defines a reference temperature as follows: 

The evaluation of C using tho reference temperature 

is straightforward for air or pure gases whose properties 

are well known. In the present cose however, the question 

arises as to the proper method of evaluating C for a mix¬ 

ture of gases. The following approach is adopted here: 

The mass injection parameter B is also plotted according 

to the relation: 

(78) 

(79) 

(l) The viscosity is token as the viscosity of air 
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at the temperature 2? ^ using the Sutherland equation 

—t—^£2. 

yc< = 3.0G>«|cr — — iso) 

where T is in °K and /*- in lb sec/ft^, 

(2) '•Jhe molecular weight, M, is calculated using 

the arithmetic mean of the species mass fractions at the 

wall and the boundary layer edge as follows: 

(81) 

where: 
Q« + CL 

(82) 

(3) ?he density may then be calculated from the 

perfect gas law 

0?his approximate approach for evaluating C(T+ ) x*as 

compared xd.th a more detailed calculation for the stagna¬ 

tion point boundary layer in which species mass fractions 

were obtained at the point in the frozen boundary layer 

where the temperature is i,4~« ffhese species mass fractions 
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were then used to evaluate the molecular weight and vis¬ 

cosity. Ho significant difference was obtained between 

the results of this tedious calculation and the simple 

method presented here. In view of existing uncertainties 

in parameters necessary for detailed calculations of trans¬ 

port properties at high temperatures and the approximate 

nature of the present analysis, it is felt that more sophis¬ 

ticated approaches are unwarranted. 

Convective Heat Transfer - Heat transfer at the carbon 

surface is assumed to be the result of thermal conduction 

and the transport of chemical energy which is released or 

absorbed at the wall due to chemical reaction. Ihe wall 

heat flux is assumed proportional to the gradients of tem¬ 

perature and species mass fraction at the edge of the equi¬ 

librium layer! 

= -4» = [K (84) 

The temperature gradient may be related to the enthalpy 

gradient by 
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We my now introduce the frozen specific heat C „ where : 
px 

wnere 

^ (88) 

Thus equation (8J4) becomes! 

ha 
1 (89) 

We see that when Lewis number is unity the heat transfer 

rate is proportional to the enthalpy gradient at the edge 

of the equilibrium layer. Rather than setting the Lewis 

number equal to one at this point, the term explicitly 

displaying the gradient of the mass fraction is retained. 

The heat transfer equation may be transformed into 

the Yt_ coordinate using (57)» (64), (65), and (75)5 

w 
(90) 
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to unity at this point. 

Using equations (77), gg and are eliminated 
L" G- 

yielding: 

It is evident that if the Lewis number is set equal 

to one, the term in brackets in (91) becomes unity. For the 

case of I» = l, two implicit effects of mass injection on the 

heat flux are evident. First, mass injection causes an 

increase in G(««ji ) and a resultant decrease in the Stanton 

number CH. Secondly, variations in the enthalpy of the 

equilibrium layer, Ie, will be caused by species variations. 

It is seen also that when L > 1, an additional term is ob-r 

tained which increases the heat transfer due to increased 

diffusion of chemical potential energy. 

Heat Balance on Fluid Solid Interface - In order to deter¬ 

(91) 

where 

(92) 

mine the net heat transferred from the boundary layer to 

the surface, it is necessary to examine the various energy 



fluxes crossing the gas-solicl interface. The sketch below 

schematically indicates the components of the energy balance 

at the interface. 

It is assumed that the gases flowing over the sur¬ 

face are non-radiating and transparent to the surface ra¬ 

diation q ^ • The heat balance may be written: 

jf«A.+ ^29^ v'''dicE£'s) ~ VAeVtC^") (93) 

Since carbon sublimes in the range of conditions 

of interest: 

\\c{s) + Lye ~ W^") ' (94) 

Therefore, combining (93) and (94) the heat flux to 

the surface becomes: 

= ^Ni£
+ hgCg) (95) 
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vng can be eliminated from (95) using equation (10) to 

obtain: 

- ^WeC^)-\^\cLVc
_^wJr (96) 

Finally, using (91) the surface heat flux can be 

It is seen that the effect of nitrogen mass injec 

tion, in addition to those effects discussed previously, 

is to modify the net energy flux to the surface in the 

enthalpy terms. 

Stagnation Point Problem - Up to this point the analysis 

has been applicable to flat plate and stagnation point 

boundary layer problems and to other comigurations in the 

context of local similarity. Inasmuch as the soagnacion 

point problem is of greatest interest in current techno¬ 

logy* this case is explored numerically here. In this 

section the specific relations for the stagnation point 

are developed from the equations presented previously. 
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The velocity in the vicinity of a stagnation point 

is of the form: 

U (98) 

where is evaluated using the familiar Newtonian 

velocity gradient formula: 

(a s? f- • 
(99) 

From equation (58)> "S can be evaluated as follows: 

•S - d s)s? iu^r+i) 

Equation (92) then yields: 

(100) 

(101) 

The mass fluxes of nitrogen and carbon across the 

gas-solid interface are then: 

Vv\w = 
<ia& (r* i)v 

As. )s? «<-;?) 
(102) 
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V\Ac. - 
(103) C&- 

X. 
i_\f 'jkfda^ (y-t-0 

^uecU4* G<~X) 

‘■The convective and diffusive heat fluxes at the wall 

for a Lewis number of one are given by: 

(lOlj) 

- Cfv^e) 
/2-/OUe\ 

and the heat flux penetrating the surface of the material 

is: , , r 

(105) 

+
CB “ W6ci) - CB * - pric„^ 

The mass flux of carbon across the interface is 

proportional to the rate of surface recession since: 

wv^ - 0 if 
^ dt (106) 

where- r is the thickness of the carbon material at the 

stagnation point* The surface ablation rate is then de¬ 

termined from: 

(107) 
dr \ 
cLt p 
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'i'he thickness of carbon ablated during an arbitrary 

heating period is given by integration of (107)J 

(108) 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Calculations have been performed to demonstrate 

the agreement of the present work with existing results 

for tho case of no nitrogen injection and to evaluate the 

effects of nitrogen injection. All calculations pertain 

to the stagnation point boundary layer* The method of de¬ 

termination of boundary layer edge properties and composi¬ 

tion ha3 been outlined in the previous section* Proper¬ 

ties and species mass fractions, so obtained, are tabula¬ 

ted in Table I, It is seen that &t these flight conditions 

oxygen is completely dissociated and significant nitrogen 

dissociation has occurred. 

Table II presents calculations of enthalpy, mass 

injection parameters, and species mass fractions in the 

equilibrium layer for a wall temperature of 2000°£. Equi¬ 

librium constants for equations (2)-(4) and species pro¬ 

perties in the equilibrium layer were obtained from refer¬ 

ence 13* In the diffusion controlled regime it is found 

that only molecular nitrogen and carbon monoxide exist in 

significant amounts in the equilibrium layer. At 2000°K, 

for instance, the ratios of the partial pressure of other 

species to the total pressure were found to be on the or¬ 

der of 10-10 oa? 3.05g It was also found from equation (43) 
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that the relative proportions of nitrogen and carbon mon¬ 

oxide in the equilibrium layer depend only on the nitrogen 

injection parameter, u^CH• • increasing values of j>ea£cH~ > 

of course, reduce the mass fraction of carbon monoxide at 

the wall. 

It can be demonstrated that the carbon mass flux 

parameter, > Is independent of the nitrogen mass 

injection parameter as shown in Table II, Elimination of 

B+l in equation (23) using (25) allows expression of the 

carbon mass flux parameter in terms of the boundary layer 

edge oxygen mass fraction only: 

(109) 

. Wc 
while pi3u€ch is invariant with increases in the ni¬ 

trogen injection parameter, it is evident that the carbon 

mass loss is reduced due to the decreased Stanton number 

resulting from the increased total mass injection* The 

reduction in carbon mass loss with increasing ant* 

increasing altitude is demonstrated in figure 2. Increas¬ 

ing the altitude reduces the carbon mass loss due tothe 

decreasing flux of oxygen available from the free stream 

for reaction. 

As discussed previously, perhaps the most accurate 



and sophisticated analysis for the ablation of graphite 

appears m reference 3. For the special case of ^u«cB
=° 

the results of the present analysis are compared vrith the 

carbon mass loss obtained from reference 3« it is seen 

that the present results are consistently lower by about 

10% to 15$* differences of this magnitude are not sur¬ 

prising in view of the vast differences between the pre¬ 

sent analysis and that of reference 3* 

The variation of total mass flux from the equili¬ 

brium layer is shown in figure 3 os a function of the ni¬ 

trogen injection parameter, It is seen that the total 

mass flux increases rapidly for small values of the injec- 

Vv\fsj 

tion parameter. At larger values of ^uecrt the increase 

is less marked* This behavior results from the fact that 

CK decreases rapidly for large values of mass injection, 

VviisJ 
resulting in small increases in total mass flux os 

is increased* 

A Comparison of the aerodynamic heat flux with car¬ 

bon ablation from the present analysis and reference 3 is 

shown in figure 4? Differences of about 10% are evident. 

In view of the close correspondence of the present results 

to those of the sophisticated analysis of reference 3» it 

is felt that considerable confidence may be placed in the 

present analysis* It is also evident from figure 3 that 
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nitrogen injection provides substantial reductions in heat 

flux* Shis is attributable primarily to large reductions 

in the Stanton number due to blowing* 

Ihe heat flux absorbed by the graphite surface as 

calculated by equation (97) is shown in figure 5 as a func¬ 

tion of the injection parameter for an altitude of 115*000 

feet* It is seen that nitrogen injection strongly reduces 

the heat flux absorbed. 

Ihe results presented above have all assumed that 

an unidentified mechanism controlled the surface tempera¬ 

ture at a fixed value. Usually, at a given flight condi¬ 

tion the wall temperature will be determined by the rate 

of mass loss and internal conduction. It is of interest 

to estimate the nitrogen injection required to maintain 

the wall at a specified wall temperature. In the case of 

steady state ablation the surface temperature is determined 

by a balance of the net heat flux crossing the solid-gas 

interface and the enthalpy transport of carbon and nitx’ogen 

from the initial temperature J 

This expression is plotted in figure 5 for = 300°K and 

(110) 



Tw = 2000°K, ^Iie intersection of the two curves shows that 

a wall temperature of 2000°K is obtained at the listed 

flight conditions with a nitrogen mass injection parameter, 

to graphite and nitrogen expenditures of *0029 and .0561 

A widely used parameter in evaluating the merit of 

a heat protection system is the effective heat of ablation, 

it is a measure of the thermal energy accomodated per unit 

mass loos of the heat protection system, The ablation 

efficiency as conventionally defined iss 

mass injection. Using (103) and (lOJj) with 1E= 1A the 

effective heat of ablation becomes 

p 
Ib/ft -sec respectively. 

(Ill) 

where the aerodynamic heat transfer without 

(112) 

The effective heat of ablation is plotted in figure 

6 as a function of the enthalpy difference Ie- IA, where 

is the enthalpy of air at wall temperature and pressure 

Again comparison with the results of reference 3 shows 



satisfactory agreement. *t is seen that as judged by Vie^p , 

substantial gains ax*e made in ablation efficiency as a re¬ 

sult of mass injection. This result demonstrates that if , 

mass loss of,graphite is critical, nitrogen injection may 

be employed to substantially reduce surface ablation. Clear- 

ly, other parameters may be defined to represent the abla¬ 

tion efficiency which-show less favorable comparisons. 

Gore should be token, therefore, in judging heat protection 

efficiency based on parameters such as Ue*?f • 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The effects of nitrogen injection on the heat and 

moss transfer of an ablating surface have been analyzed 

based on a model which considers all chemical reactions 

to occur in an infinitesimal region adjacent to the sur¬ 

face. Diffusion of oxygen through a frozen boundary layer 

and chemical equilibrium in the flame sheet have been as¬ 

sumed to control the rate of mass loss of carbon. Equations 

have been derived for the species mass fractions and mass 

injection parameters as well as for the heat and mass trans¬ 

fer rates, it has been demonstrated that: 

1. The carbon mass injection parameter is indepen¬ 

dent of nitrogen injection in the diffusion controlled 

regime and, in fact, depends only on the mass fraction of 

oxygen at the boundary layer edge. 

2. The only species present at the wall in signi¬ 

ficant quantities are nitrogen and carbon monoxide. Injec¬ 

tion of nitrogen increases the wall mass fraction of ni¬ 

trogen at the expense of the carbon monoxide mass fraction. 

3. The effects of nitrogen injection on heat trans¬ 

fer are in reducing the heat transfer coefficient due to 

increased blowing into the boundary layer and through mo¬ 

difications in the enthalpy at the wall. 
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if.. When minimization of carbon surface recession 

is important, injection of nitrogen can substantially reduce 

the carbon mass loss. 
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TABLE I 

FREE STREAM AMD STAGNATION POINT CONDITIONS 

Velocity - 19,700 ft/sec 

Case Alt... p A e % Me/Mo f* 
(kiloft) (BTU/lb) (atm) (°K) (lb/ft-3) 

a 115 7864 2.985 6750 1.379 7.070x10" 

b 150 7875 .605 6220 1.402 1.530 

c 180 7877 ;. 2026 5900 1.418 . .535 

d 200 7872 .0966 5750 I.425 . .260 

e 220 7862 .0458 5560 I.431 . .126 

Case °<e CM, C*e °<*e 

a 

CO 
C
O
 
H
 • .569 .231 <10"3 

b .2075 .560 .231 <10'3 

c .212 .559 .231 <10'3 

d .241 .530 .231 <io'3 

e .241 .520 .231 <io"3 
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TABLE II 

EQUILIBRIUM LAYER PROPERTIES 

Tw = 2000°K 

W\*/ 

^eu<2 C« Pcoe C*aE 
B IE 

(BTU/lb) 

0 .344 .656 .173 .173 284 

.5 .242 .758 .173 .673 455 

1.0 .186 .814 ' .173 1.173 548 

2,0 .128 .872 .173 2.173 646 

3.0 .097 .903 .173 3.173 698 

4.0 .078 .922 .173 4.173 731 

6.0 .056 .944 .173 6.173 769 
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FIGURE l - HEAT TRANSFER PARAMETER 



FIGURE. 2- CARBON MASS LOSS RATE 
PRESENT METHOT   

REFERENCE 3   

V«> ' lA,700 "'SEC. 

T, =• 2,000 "K 
R * I FT. 
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FIGURE 3 - TOTftL MSS LOSS "ROTE 

V. = 13,-foO '"S'sec. 

T, = 2000 °K. 

■R = I FT. 
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FIGURE 4 - AEROPYNfWUC HEAT\WG RATE 

PRESENT MET HOP   

REFERENCE 3   

V® = ST7 00 ^SKC. 

T< = £,000 *K. 
K =■ \ FT. 
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FIGURE 5- /VBSORBEP 5URFf\CE HEAT FLUX 
Vw “ 19,700 TEC. 

ALT. -115,000 FT. 
K = I FT. 
X = 2.000 °K 



FIGURE & - EFFECTIVE: HEftT OF ABLATION 

FRESEUT METHOD   
■REFERENCE 3  


